
Subject: Re: Input needed please
Posted by Wyld1USA on Wed, 13 Apr 2011 15:15:51 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Spyder wrote on Wed, 13 April 2011 03:20The sad thing about this is:

- Mobilest0rm calls himself one of the veteran snipers on st0rm and it's years of skill instead of
hacks.
- He's been playing on st0rm for a long time and he's a mod there, so he will probably just kiss
Wilo's ass a few times and everything's settled.
- Our opinions don't matter (because they're not posted on the st0rm forums afaik). If St0rm
doesn't think it's ROF or any other hack, he remains unbanned, because they don't ban because a
person has been banned from other servers (for the same damn reason).

- Admin of St0rm Europe? WHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH LOL! ARE THEY FUCKING SERIOUS?

Really, don't expect anything to happen even though we all know he's hacking. The same
happened to rebdog if I'm not mistaken. A while back he got banned for cheating or something,
but after a few weeks he was playing on the server again.

Conclusion: Cheating on st0rm is good, telling the moderators to do their jobs is bad.

Let me tell you the reason why st0rm kept on banning my brother (and me, ip bans all the time).

My brother hates hackers, so do most of us. Now st0rm has this "nifty", read useless, command
called !requestmod. With this you can inform in-game moderators about certain people cheating
their asses off. This system is supposed to make the moderator's job less difficult, which it does,
because 99% of the time they just ignore it.

My brother got sick of them ignoring the !requestmod message's. By that time, he knew precisely
who was a moderator and who wasn't. I think he even knew their ranks (moderator, admin, head
admin etc.). So whenever they didn't respond, he just sent them a PM. Then the mods always
started ranting in ways as: "Get off my back", "He's not cheating, trust me." etc.

The "He's not cheating, trust me"-line always pissed off my brother. It's their job to check it out,
but they never checked anything out. So then he started sending more PM's like: "I don't care
what you think, it's your job as a moderator to check out the situation.".

Then there was always this little prick called "Tiny" (something to do with the size of his dick), who
was reading each and every PM from my brother to the mods. He then started ranting and
bitching in public from IRC. This included threatening with bans, perma bans, mutes and a lot
more.

Even though my brother never cursed at the moderators and always kept things formal, they got
so pissed off that each and every time the mods started fueling the fire by cursing at him and
threatening him with mutes. Then my brother usually started giving them a summary of what was
going on in-game. The things the moderator's weren't doing, like answering mod requests,
checking out situations, being friendly to the players and some more. Whenever he started saying
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this, they got offended.

They started adding more fuel to the fire and every time there were some more players who got
involved. I did too, telling people to "Shut the hell up and discuss this in private". Whenever I did
this the mods told me to "Stay out of it and mind my own business". When I told them "No", they'd
mute me for not obeying their orders.

Then the argument between my brother and the mods went on and on, until eventually, the
moderators realized that my brother was actually right and that they were not going to win this
argument. When they realized this, they always "felt necessary" to ban our IP for (24 hours, a
week, a month, permanently).

This happened each and every time we joined st0rm. There were even moderators who started
challenging my brother as soon as he got in-game. People told him: "Pirate, I hate your
personality. You're an asshole.", even though he was right and the mods were wrong.

For me, st0rm is just a sad, sad community. I suggest we all stop playing there from this day on,
they don't deserve it to have a Renegade server.

Actually, it's not really a Renegade server. They are the ones who raped the game with their
!backup, !turret, !b rail etc.

Wow Spyder that is a lot. I can tell your issues are with the situation with you and your brother and
what ever happened then. Sorry though your situation does not correlate to the one with Mobile.
But I wish you good luck in dealing with those past evils.

Again HaTe's claims are being taken seriously and if the proof is conclusive, action will be taken. I
have seen it taken at st0rm when past mods have been caught. Wilo even posted himself stating
that Mobile will not get special protections or treatments.

Any comments that mods just allow cheating and we ignore modrequests is absurd and just stupid
to say. We ignore stupid ones and of course no one would know what a mod is doing from a valid
modrequest so naturally peeps would think nothing is done. 

Oh and Spyder you may know a few Renegade Council members and admins, but 80% of the
actual mod staff that guards the servers have been mods for 6 months or less, so you don't know
most of them. 

I find it typical of this situation which every 6 months or so someone is accusing a mod or admin of
a community of cheating and the subsequent rage toward the entire community, the owner, the
families of the mod staff, their dogs, cars, home, eating habits, etc. which includes the surfacing of
old conflicts such as the one with Spyder.

EvilWhiteDragon wrote on Wed, 13 April 2011 04:00Call me stupid, but why does everyone seem
to play on St0rm and at the same time complaining that they are cheating fags? 
I've heard this many, many times, so ...
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LOL Thanks for this EWD. I fully agree. 
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